County of Buffalo
Alma, Wisconsin
Notice of Public Meeting
AGENDA
Committee:
Date:
Time:
Location:

Remote Access:

Department of Health & Human Services & Veterans Services Committee
Thursday, October 6, 2022
6:30 PM
3rd Floor County Board Room
Buffalo County Courthouse
407 S. 2nd Street
Alma, Wisconsin 54610
https://us06web.zoom.us/j/82986798432

The meeting is open to the public, but portions of the meeting may be closed if this notice indicates that the committee may
convene in closed session. The following matters may be considered and acted upon at the meeting, but deviation from
the order shown may occur:

1. Call to Order/Roll Call of Members
2. Public Comment Regarding Matters That Will Be Taken Up by the Committee at This Meeting.
3. Review/Discussion/Action – Minutes of Previous Meeting
4. Review/Discussion/Action – Veterans Services Monthly Report
5. Review/Discussion/Action – Veterans Services Monthly Vouchers
6. Review/Discussion/Action – Public Health Report
7. Review/Discussion/Action – COVID-19 After Action Report
8. Review/Discussion/Action – 2023 DHHS Budget Reduction Plan
9. Review/Discussion/Action – Telecommunting Plan Modification
10. Review/Discussion/Action – School Mental Health Counseling ARPA Proposal
11. Review/Discussion/Action – Expanding Minimum Qualification Criteria for Social Work
Positions to Include Case Manager Eligible Candidates
12. Review/Discussion/Action – DHHS Financial Update
13. Review/Discussion/Action – DHHS Monthly Vouchers
14. Review/Discussion/Action – Monthly Unit Reports
15. Review/Discussion/Action – Western Dairyland Community Action
16. Review/Discussion/Action – DHHS Director Report
17. Review/Discussion/Action – Chairperson’s Report
18. Review/Discussion/Action – Next Meeting Date and Time
19. Public Comment Not Related to Agenda Items
20. Adjournment
Date: September 30, 2022

Chair Name: Mary Anne McMillan Urell
By: _________________________

Dave Rynders, DHHS Director
Committee Members: If unable to attend, please contact the Chair at 608 397-4582. If the Chair is unavailable, please
contact the DHHS Director at 608 685-6304. If the DHHS Director is unavailable, please contact the County Clerk’s Office
at 608-685-6209. If the Chair, DHHS Director and the County Clerk are not available, please call the Administrative
Coordinator at 608-685-6234.
Persons with Disabilities: Buffalo County shall attempt to provide reasonable accommodations to the public for access to
its public meetings, provided reasonable notice of special need is given. If you require special accommodations to attend
this meeting, please contact the County Clerk’s Office at 608-685-6209.
Public Access to the Courthouse: The South Entrance will be the only access to the building after 4:30 p.m.
Persons who are members of another governmental body, but who are not members of this committee, may attend this
meeting. Their attendance could result in a quorum of another governmental body being present. Such a quorum is
unintended, and they are not meeting to exercise the authority, duties, or responsibilities of any other governmental body.

Buffalo County Minutes
Committee/Board: Health and Human Services and Veterans Service Committee
Date of Meeting:

Thursday, September 1, 2022

Electronic and Hard Copy Filing Date:
Location:

Department of Health and Human Services
Buffalo County Courthouse
2nd Floor Conference Room
407 S 2nd Street, Alma, Wisconsin

1. CALL TO ORDER/ROLL CALL OF MEMBERS
Members present were Kim Beseler, Mary Anne McMillan-Urell, Brian Michaels, Brad Schmidtknecht, and
Wendy Kleinschmidt arrived at 6:33 PM. Nathan Nelson attended via Zoom.
Richard Mueller, Carol McDonough, and Liz Hoffmaster were excused absences.
OTHERS PRESENT FOR ALL OR PART OF THE MEETING
Dave Rynders, Jamie Weaver, Carri Renchin, Stephen LaValla, Peggy Zeman, Felicia Decker, Ryan
VanDeWalle, and Mary Hildebrand.
2. PUBLIC HEARING ON 2023 DHHS BUDGET – TO RUN CONCURRENTLY WITH OTHER
MEETING AGENDA ITEMS
Mr. Rynders shared that the public hearing will begin at 6:15 PM.
3. PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING ANY MATTERS THAT WILL BE TAKEN UP BY THE
COMMITTEE AT THIS MEETING.
None
4. REVIEW/DISCUSSION/ACTION – MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING
A motion was made by Kim Beseler and seconded by Brian Michaels to approve the
August 2, 2022, minutes as presented. A roll call vote was taken. Motion approved.
5. REVIEW/DISCUSSION/ACTION – VETERANS SERVICES MONTHLY REPORT
Ms. Decker reported on three Outreach events the Veterans department participated in: National Community
Night Out held in Fountain City, Buffalo/Pepin County Fair, and Ashley for the Arts.
Ms. Decker provided the stats for the month of August.
6. REVIEW/DISCUSSION/ACTION - VETERANS SERVICES MONTHLY VOUCHERS
The August vouchers were reviewed. A motion was made by Kim Beseler and seconded by Brad
Schmidtknecht to approve the monthly vouchers as presented. A roll call vote was taken. Motion approved.

7. REVIEW/DISCUSSION/ACTION – FINANCIAL FOR THE COURTHOUSE AND MEMORIAL
WALL

An update was presented on the Veteran Brick Memorial. The cost of the project is $33,100 and after
November 1st an additional 15% will be added to the cost. Ms. Decker reported two more donations were
received which brings the total funds available to date of $17,536.84. A request will be made to the Finance
Committee by the Veterans Service department for the balance needed of $12,400. After discussion, a motion
was made by Brad Schmidtknecht and seconded by Brian Michaels to request the support of the Finance
Committee to use ARPA funds for the balance of the memorial funds needed not to exceed $14,000. A roll call
vote was taken. Motion approved.
8. REVIEW/DISCUSSION/ACTION – 2023 VETERANS BUDGET
Ms. Decker presented the 2023 budget. A motion was made by Brad Schmidtknecht and seconded by Brian
Michaels to accept the budget as presented. A roll call vote was taken. Motion approved.
9. REVIEW/DISCUSSION/ACTION – PUBLIC HEALTH REPORT
The monthly case/investigation numbers were presented by Ms. Jamie Weaver. An update was given on
monkeypox with Dunn County confirming the first case in their County. As of August 19th, there were 53
confirmed cases of orthopoxvirus presumed to be monkey pox in Wisconsin. The risk of widespread
transmission to the public is low. The PH department attended the Buffalo Co Fair as an outreach event
providing various test kits for the fair goers. Starting in September, COVID-19 vaccination clinics will be held
the first and third Fridays of the month. Ms. Weaver shared stats on the completed vaccine series and vaccine
boosters within Buffalo County. The activities of the Public Health Educator were presented.
10. REVIEW/DISCUSSION/ACTION – COVID-19 RECOVERY COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
PLAN
Ms. Weaver presented the COVID-19 recovery plan compiled by Ms. Mickey Ganschow, Community Health
Educator.
GOAL: By May 2023 Buffalo County Public Health will offer 4 focus groups to expand on information
gathered from the recovery survey.
The health department will attend Parent/Teacher conferences this fall to reach out to parents to obtain more
feedback on their concerns, and input following the pandemic; information will be gathered, and a report will be
ready to share to the board by December 31st, 2022.
Another priority is to increase Outreach and community engagement which will include more information in
newspapers with a goal of 12 articles in the newspaper by December 2023. Outreach (action steps) include
attending the Sheriff’s Night Out, plan a booth at the dairy breakfast, and increase community exposure by
advertising or hosting a Public Health Day at local libraries.
11. REVIEW/DISCUSSION/ACTION – REFILL ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SPECIALIST
POSITION
The job description for the Environmental Health Specialist was shared by Mr. Rynders who requested approval
to refill the position vacated by Ms. Jamie Weaver who has accepted the Health Officer position. A motion was
made by Ms. Beseler and seconded by Mr. Michaels to approve re-filling the Environmental Health Specialist
position. A roll call vote was taken. Motion approved.
Mr. Ryan VanDeWalle shared an update which will be proposed to the Board on September 12th to not have to
seek approval to refill a budgeted position.

12. REVIEW/DISCUSSION/ACTION – 2023 DHHS BUDGET
Mr. Rynders presented the Aging & Disability Resource Center (ADRC) 2023 budget which consists of $35K
in administrative and county wide costs that has been put into the regional budget to capture the revenue.

The only change to the Agent of the State budget for 2023 includes family health insurance for the new
Environmental Health position if needed. This budget also includes services. The Agent program has been
self-sustaining for the past 10 years. The requested budget amount is $51,477.
Mr. Rynders provided an overview of the DHHS budget summarizing the significant changes from 2022 to
2023 as well as sharing the detailed budget highlighting the major increases/decreases from the 2022 to 2023
budget. Ms. Carri Renchin shared a presentation on the Children’s Long-Term Services-Waiver (CLTS-W) and
Comprehensive Community Services (CCS) program growth. The CLTS-W program provides respite care,
medical equipment, home/vehicle modifications etc. The CCS program serves both children and adults with
mental health and substance abuse needs. Ms. Renchin’s PowerPoint presentation showed the growth of each
program serving 14 individuals in 2017 vs 50 served in 2022 in the CLTS-W and 12 served in 2017 vs 31
served in 2022 in the CCS program. Based on the current enrollment and referral trends, Ms. Renchin is
requesting to increase the CLTS-W/CCS capacity by 1.0 FTE in order to serve eligible individuals. Ms.
Renchin shared a Social Worker Request worksheet projecting the first 3-month period for start-up and training
that would cost the agency $21K. A mental health block grant for $10,666 can be utilized through March 15 of
2023 for the additional position. A grant, up to $25K is being applied for from Home and Community based
waiver services which would increase the benefit to the agency.
A motion was made by Mr. Nelson and seconded by Mr. Schmidtknecht to approve the 2023 budget as
presented. A roll call vote was taken. Motion approved.
13. REVIEW/DISCUSSION/ACTION – INTOXICATED DRIVER PROGRAM PROVIDER CHANGE
Mr. Rynders explained that the West Central Wisconsin Behavioral Health Agency in Whitehall has provided
services for the Intoxicated driver program for the past 5 years. They now have a staff vacancy and currently
cannot provide the services. Community Counseling in Chippewa Falls will be providing the services going
forward which also offers remote service. They are a temporary provider until West Central Wisconsin
Behavioral Health agency has filled their vacancy.
14. REVIEW/DISCUSSION/ACTION – DHHS FINANCIAL UPDATE
Mr. Rynders presented the financial update through July 2022.
15. REVIEW/DISCUSSION/ACTION – DHHS MONTHLY VOUCHERS
After review of the monthly vouchers through July 2022, a motion was made Ms. Beseler and seconded by Ms.
Kleinschmidt to approve the vouchers as presented. A roll call vote was taken. Motion approved.
16. REVIEW/DISCUSSION/ACTION – MONTHLY UNIT REPORTS
The monthly unit reports were reviewed.
17. REVIEW/DISCUSSION/ACTION – WESTERN DAIRYLAND COMMUNITY ACTION
Ms. McMillan-Urell shared that Western Dairyland had food/gas Kwik Trip cards to distribute to Buffalo
County residents in need.

18. REVIEW/DISCUSSION/ACTION – DHHS DIRECTOR REPORT
Mr. Rynders shared that the midyear request for a Case Manager position has been filled by Ms. Kelsi Black.
Mr. Rynders addressed there was a concern by a member of the County Board at their August meeting that
unemployment claims by former COVID response workers would be paid out of the levy. Rynders reported he

confirmed with DHS this particular cost and all other costs associated with the COVID response positions have
been and will be covered by the State provided funding. Listening sessions were held with the meal sites with
Mr. LaValla, Ms. Cammi DeWyre, and Mr. Rynders attending. Mr. Rynders shared the feedback and will email
to the committee members.
19. REVIEW/DISCUSSION/ACTION – CHAIRPERSON’S REPORT
None
20. REVIEW/DISCUSSION/ACTION – NEXT MEETING DATE AND TIME
The next meeting is scheduled for Thursday, October 6, 2022, at 6:30 PM.
Ms. Beseler is excused from the 10-6-2022 meeting. Mr. Schmidtknecht is excused, and Ms. Kleinschmidt will
attend via Zoom on the 10-17-2022 joint meeting in Durand at 6:00 PM.
There will be no meeting in November 2022.
Ms. McMillan-Urell brought to Mr. Rynders attention that client names were inadvertently included in the
budget documents. The mistake will be corrected, and a revised report will be provided to replace the first
version. Mr. Rynders apologized for the error.
21. PUBLIC COMMENT NOT RELATED TO AGENDA ITEMS
None
22. ADJOURNMENT
Ms. McMillan-Urell called for adjournment.
Respectfully submitted,

Mary Hildebrand

NEWS/ SEPTEMBER 2022
•
•
•
•
•

BUFFALO COUNTY QUILTS OF VALOR DONATION
NWCVSO/ TRAINING MEETING
VETERANS MEMORIAL WALL :UPDATE
VOUCHERS
STATS

BUFFALO COUNTY’S QUILT OF VALOR
CREW

DONATED 27 QUILTS TO
CAMP VICTORY A CAMP FOR VETERAN HUNTS AND
HEALING

BUFFALO
COUNTY
VETERAN
BRICK
MEMORIAL
UPDATE

• FINANCE APPROVED AND MOVED FORWARD THE REQUEST
FOR ARPA FUNDS. 12,400-14,000.00

BUFFALO
COUNTY
VETERANS
MEMORIAL

• NEWSPAPER ARTICLES
• GRANT REQUESTS FROM KWIK TRIP WAS DECLINED
• HAVE NOT HEARD BACK FROM THESE YET: WASTE
MANAGEMENT, MARTIN TRANSPORT, WESTERN
DAIRYLAND ETC.

• FOUNTAIN CITY POST
• COUNTY HAD ALREADY PLEDGED 2,000

MONTHLY EXPENSE
REPORT
SEPTEMBER
•
•
•

CELL PHONE $ 41.51
NWCVSO TRAINING MTG/25.00
DONATION FROM LIONS CLUB
1,000.00 FOR VETERANS : PRIMARY
USE , GAS CARDS, CLOTHING, FOOD
GIFT CARDS ETC

STATS: SEPTEMBER
Walk ins: 53
Face to face APT 68

Phone Calls 297

Forms : 138
WDVA/ Grants for financial aide 2
Claims: 17
Appeals 10

Home visits 5/ Outreach2/ Events 1

PUBLIC HEALTH REPORT
August 20st – September 21st, 2022

• Human Health Hazard Investigations: 3
• Animal Bites: 1
• Lead Investigations: 0
• Communicable Diseases:
• COVID-19: 79
• Chlamydia Infection: 2

MONTHLY
NUMBERS

• Tuberculosis: 1
• Salmonellosis: 2
• Campylobacteriosis: 1
• E. Coli (EPEC and STEC): 1
• Cryptosporidiosis: 2
• Yersiniosis: 1
• WIC:
• Total Participants: 141
• Total Families: 83 ( 10 from last month)

• Transient Non-Community Water System Samples:
• Routine sampling (bacteria and nitrate): 1
• Follow-up sampling: 2
• Sanitary surveys: 0
• Public Facility Health & Sanitation Inspections:
• Food: 3

MONTHLY
NUMBERS

• Lodging: 5
• Complaint: 0
• Pre-inspection: 1
• Re-inspection: 0
• Water Samples:
• Bacteria: 19
• Nitrate: 8
• Arsenic: 5

Total
Bacteria
Samples

+ for
Bacteria

Total
Nitrate
Samples

High
Nitrate
result

22

6

9

1 (15 ppm)

PH UPDATES

• As of September 30th, there were 75 confirmed cases of orthopoxvirus presumed to be monkeypox
in Wisconsin.
• As of September 30th, there have been 25,613 confirmed cases of monkeypox and orthopoxvirus in
the United States.
• The risk of widespread transmission of monkeypox to the public is relatively low.
• There have been13 cases of measles from June through September in a group of unvaccinated
children in Minnesota. Most of the children had a history of travel. The most recent case did not.
Investigators are working to determine how transmission may have occurred.
• Buffalo County Courthouse is now an approved site for used sharps disposal.

COVID-19 VACCINATIONS
• We host 2 vaccination clinics a month, on the first and third
Friday's. The two in October are the 7th and the 21st.
• COVID-19 vaccines available are for anyone aged 6 months and
older and can be for first, second, and any additional dose or
booster.
• The new bivalent booster is available at the clinics.
• COVID-19 Vaccination Registration (wi.gov)

Buffalo County specific:

BREAKTHROUGH
C ASES

• 42 out of 79 cases from 8/21
to 9/20 had their primary
vaccine series completed
• Does not include data on
boosters (not available to us)
• Series complete date for
these cases range from
1/20/2021 to 2/24/2022

VACCINE RATES AS OF
9/30

VACCINE
BOOSTER
RATES AS
OF 9/30

 Public Health Educator Activities


79 COVID cases



Other communicable diseases
• Salmonellosis: 2
• Campylobacteriosis: 1

COVID-19
HIGHLIGHTS

• E. Coli (EPEC and STEC): 1
 Scheduling and organizing school influenza vaccine clinics
 Stayed up to date on respiratory reports, epidemiologist
reports, changes in guidance, etc.
 Updating COVID sections on website.
 Weekly vaccine clinic coordination and planning with AMI.
 Coordination with AMI regarding the new bivalent boosters
 Monkeypox updates and progression

Public Health Educator Activities cont.
• COVID Recovery Assessment
• Weekly snapshot design and communications.
• Worked on documentation for After Action Reports.
• Social media planning and implementation to Facebook and Instagram.
• WEDSS data cleanup

COVID-19
HIGHLIGHTS

• Distributed travel letters to families.
• Meetings/Trainings
• Continuous training on WEDSS functionality.
• Weekly public health and all agency meetings.
• COVID Vaccine Program Update Webinar
• Biweekly BCD call with COVID updates
• Weekly Health Care Provider call
• Narcan Direct Program Training

HELPFUL LINKS

• COVID-19 by County | CDC
• COVID-19: Vaccine Data | Wisconsin Department of Health Services
• CDC COVID Data Tracker
• https://hipaa.jotform.com/220686683334058
• https://www.cdc.gov/poxvirus/monkeypox/healthdepts/index.html

QUESTIONS?

Is there additional
information you would
like to see in the public
health report?

After Action Report – COVID-19 Response
Buffalo County
Information Lead/Public Information Officer
 Principle Responsibilities: Keep up with ever changing COVID information and
guidance. Assisted in keeping the community updated on COVID information and
guidance. Participated in radio interview discussing COVID vaccination clinics. Wrote
media releases for important community updates (changing guidance, important events,
potential large exposure locations). Created social media posts for our Facebook and
Instagram following on a series of COVID related topics (guidance, vaccinations,
Wellness Wednesday campaigns, etc.). Responded to emails that came through to the
COVID-19 inbox. Represented Health Services at Emergency Operation Committee
meetings. Planned and hosted Community Q+A meetings. Monthly reports provided to
the governing committees. Weekly COVID-19 Snapshot email blasts sent to partners.
Provided Zoom meetings to businesses, local organizations, and community members.
 Systems witnessed or participated in: Used Canva to create social media posts. Used
the COVID-19 email to receive and respond to emails sent by the community.
Participated in Emergency Operation Committee meetings. Used Power Point to create
informational slides and visuals for virtual meetings. Utilized Zoom to set up meeting
details and posted meeting summary information on the Buffalo County Website.
Utilized Facebook and Instagram to communicate details surrounding COVID-19 and
accompanying activities.
 Worked well: Hosting meetings with an open question and answer portion opened a line
of communication between the community and the health department that showed a sense
of transparency and willingness to be open with the community. Recording the meetings
and posting them to our website allowed individuals unable to attend the live portion to
watch them after the fact. Allowing individuals to send in questions ahead of time
allowed us to control the narrative of some of the questions and to properly prepare to
answer them. Having several individuals representing Health and Human Services made
it default to someone else if an answer to a question was unknown. Designation of an

information lead made it easier to assign duties to a person when public communication
was needed.
 Challenges: Having clear expectations of what the role entailed. During peak periods
there was more work for the Public Information Officer then one person could manage.
The EOC made multiple requests for County Board representation for its membership,
ultimately the lack of County Board leadership on the EOC had an impact on limiting the
County Board’s linkage to the COVID response efforts.
 Change for next time: More clearly define the roles of the PIO. Dedicate a full position
to this role at peak times or assemble a team to tackle this role together.

Phase 1 Contact Tracing/Disease Investigation (March 2020-October 2020)
 Principle Responsibilities: Contact everyone who tested for COVID-19, regardless of
positive status. Conduct thorough investigations and track symptoms. All symptomatic
cases had to be contacted by phone twice a day to monitor symptoms and were contacted
daily to review guidelines and isolation. Contacted positive cases places of employment
to discuss isolation and quarantine of their employee. Contact close contacts of cases to
inform them of their exposure, monitor symptoms twice daily of close contacts and
provide isolation and quarantine guidance as well as communicate with employers.
Communicate with schools and businesses to investigate potential outbreaks and cases
within their establishment. Determine if public notices need to be put out for potential
exposures at different establishments. Attend weekly Bureau of Communicable Disease
and Wisconsin Electronic Disease Surveillance System (WEDSS) Help Desk webinars to
stay up to date on relevant information. Attend any state run COVID-19 update and
question meeting. 7 days a week coverage with staggered schedules including evenings
and on-call.
 Systems witnessed or participated in: Participated in using WEDSS to locate cases to
be called and entering necessary information. Participated in calling cases and close
contacts to conduct interviews.

 Worked well: Each morning one individual would be assigned to WEDSS and sort
through cases, make a list, and disseminate cases to be contacted among public health
employees and some health and human services employees who were trained in WEDSS.
 Challenges: Some customers needed extra attention during their phone calls and had
many questions making many calls extended adding to the exhaustion factor for workers.
Phone calls were to some customers experiencing severe symptoms, hospitalization.
Some of these customers served died, workers were impacted by secondary trauma. Had
to call family members of positive cases who had passed away, making for very
challenging and difficult phone conversation, had to speak to nurses or doctors if patient
was hospitalized and could not speak. Workers scheduled for evening on call after a day
shift of conducting disease investigations and contact tracing combined to create high
fatigue levels. Availability of the Employee Assistance Program (EAP) was not
emphasized until about a year into the pandemic.
 Change for next time: Sometimes employers would be difficult to work with when it
came to their employee having to isolate for weeks at a time. Difficulty for parents to
completely isolate from children in order to shorten quarantine to 14 days. Offering other
options for receiving the information upfront besides just a phone call. Hospital systems
should be able to enter collected information at appointments into WEDSS in order to
reduce duplicating the workload. Availability of EAP should be emphasized at the get go
as a resource for supporting workers processing trauma.

Phase 2 Contact Tracing/Disease Investigation (October 2020-May 2021)
 Principle Responsibilities: Contact cases and conduct thorough investigations. Contact
close contacts of cases to inform them of their exposure. Communicate with schools and
businesses to investigate potential outbreaks and cases within their establishment.
Determine if public notices need to be put out for potential exposures at different
establishments. Attend weekly Bureau of Communicable Disease and WEDSS Help
Desk webinars to stay up to date on relevant information. 7 days a week coverage with
staggered schedules. Each of the three LTE workers worked 5 days in a row. Take
evening on call as needed. Starting in February 2021, the task expanded to conduct

contact tracing with other communicable diseases. The public health team also conducted
contact tracing on holidays.
 Systems witnessed or participated in: Participated in using WEDSS to locate cases to
be called and entering necessary information. Participated in calling cases and close
contacts to conduct interviews.
 Worked well: Each morning one individual would log into WEDSS and sort through
cases, make a list, and disseminate cases to be contacted among the three LTEs and other
public health staff.
 Challenges: Some customers found receiving a phone call overly intrusive and the
accumulative effect of processing so many calls was exhausting for workers. Having
evening on call after doing disease investigations and contact tracing all day was also
exhausting. Having to work on holidays was no ideal, many of us missed celebrations
because we had to contact trace.
 Change for next time: When phasing in the workforce where “train the trainer” is
occurring communicate that seniority does not equate lead. Make sure tasks are equally
and fairly divided and shared. Phone calls can be overly intrusive when the recipient only
wants clear information quickly and discreetly. Offering other options for receiving the
information upfront besides just a phone call. Hospital systems should be able to enter
collected information at appointments into WEDSS in order to reduce duplicating the
workload.

Phase 3 Contact Tracing/Disease Investigation (June-July 2021)
 Principle Responsibilities: Same as Phase 2
 Systems witnessed or participated in: Same as Phase 2
 Worked well: Same as Phase 2. Decision to not disband the LTE positions.
 Challenges: The number of positive cases dropped dramatically in June and July of
2021, creating a need to find meaningful work for the 3 LTE positions. Some were
anticipating that there would likely be a surge of positives down the road, but some
disagreed. The lull was anticipated, and work was planned and completed in the areas of
data cleanup and policy and procedure creation.

 Change for next time: When planning to add to the workforce due to an event
(pandemic, etc.), think about the LTE scope of work in a broader perspective, including
the intervention AND recovery afterwards. Unfortunately, the funding for LTE positions
was initially limited to only direct COVID-19 intervention and created a problem for
using the positions more broadly within Public Health.

Phase 4 Contact Tracing/Disease Investigation (August-December 2021)
 Principle Responsibilities: Contact cases and conduct thorough investigations. Contact
close contacts of cases to inform them of their exposure if time permits. Communicate
with schools, LTCF, and businesses to investigate potential outbreaks and cases within
their establishment. Case rates increased and started to send cases to the state contact
tracing team for follow-up.
 Systems witnessed or participated in: Participated in using WEDSS to locate cases to
be called and entering necessary information. Participated in calling cases and close
contacts to conduct interviews. Participated in utilizing the state contact tracing team.
Used JotForm Case Intake form to collect information from those who refused a phone
call or were unable to reach.
 Worked well: Being able to utilize the state contact tracing team took some burden off
us, reducing our level of exhaustion. Prioritizing cases and not striving to reach each case
also helped.
 Challenges: There was a shift in the population served to be more resistant to be
contacted by public health. There was hope by a large portion of the population that
COVID was over due to the lull period in the summer, and it was very disheartening and
exhausting when this fall surge started.
 Change for next time: Looking back at previous pandemics, the population will lose
ambition and “gas” to keep going after about 2 years. In the future, we could be more
prepared for that time to meet them where they are at to ensure health and safety is still
being met but also keeping their willingness to keep going in mind. Future workers
should anticipate needing to contend with a significant disinformation campaign as they
carry out their crisis response.

Phase 5 Contact Tracing/Disease Investigation (January 2022 – Now)
 Principle Responsibilities: Prioritization of cases began, with 65 and older and 18 and
under being the main prioritized cases to contact. In January, there was a surge and not
every case was called, instead a letter or case intake form was sent out to those we didn’t
have time to reach. State contact tracing team was no longer consistently taking cases
(and ended sometime in the late spring). We were not contacting close contacts at this
point, and instead giving information to the cases to give to their own close contacts. WI
DHS made a statement that contacting all cases was no longer expected of local public
health. Since June, cases have plateaued. Cases are attempted to be contacted but varies
day to day depending on workload and capacity.
 Systems witnessed or participated in: Same as previous phases. Home testing became
more popular early in this phase, which meant less test reporting through WEDSS.
 Worked well: We were able to devout more time to outbreak control. Home testing made
it easier for families to test, for example, they could test their child quickly before
sending to school sick.
 Challenges: Entities more prone to outbreaks were not likely to reach out for assistance
during this time, including schools and LTCFs. Home testing exploded during this phase,
which was significantly different than early in the pandemic. Home tests are not reported
to WEDSS, which makes it more difficult to track trends and outbreaks. Guidance for
schools and other groups was delayed, which made it difficult to help plan for upcoming
year.
 Change for next time: Promote home testing earlier on. Publish guidance early, and let
public health know first so they can be prepared.

School Liaison (2020 – Now)
 Principle Responsibilities: Plan and conduct weekly school meetings with school
nurses, and principals and/or superintendents. Update schools on changing school
guidance. Be a point of contact for schools to ask questions about specific cases and
situations. Assist schools with any needs (disease investigation, contacting parents of

school close contacts, providing result confirmation, etc.). Keep a consistent line of
communication with schools throughout the evolution of the pandemic. Work with school
officials to plan COVID and influenza clinics.
 Systems witnessed or participated in: Participated in planning and conducting weekly
school meetings via Zoom and Teams when needed. Participated in using WEDSS to
identify and confirm cases within the school, and to enter identified close contacts of
school cases. Participated in using encrypted emails to send confidential information to
the schools. Met with Governor Evers on his school trip.
 Worked well: Meeting consistently with the school personnel helped to create consistent
and trusting relationships throughout the pandemic. It allowed us to keep up with what
was happening with COVID within the schools and school boards, identify and address
needs and frustrations within the school, and share changing guidance that would impact
schools. Meetings created a space for schools to communicate what was or was not
working well within each school. Created better communication between the schools
themselves within Buffalo County.
 Challenges: Conflicting schedules with all parties involved made it challenging for
everyone to consistently meet. Towards the beginning of 2022 there seemed to be a shift
of schools not making these meetings a priority causing some disconnect in
communication.
 Change for next time: The school meetings often had important topics and decisions
that needed to be made by Health Officer, so prioritizing these meetings in the future
would help keep the meetings going smoothly.

Mass Vaccination Clinic Planning & Implementation (January 2021-May 2021)
 Principle Responsibilities: Plan clinic dates and locations. Field calls from the
community looking for the vaccine. Take over vaccine operations from Emergency
Manager. Determine how to prioritize community members. Create a survey to collect
interested community members information. Create a schedule for attendee information.
Contact individuals based on priority to schedule them for upcoming clinics. Prepare
information and consent forms to send to attendees ahead of time. Communicate with the

front desk to send out clinic information. Communicate with clinic locations. Commute
to clinics. Help with set up and take down at clinics. Assist where needed at clinics.
Predominantly enter vaccines and insurance information into Nightingale Notes and
WIR. Direct volunteers as needed. Assisted in creating a JotForm for both collecting
information and scheduling individuals.
 Systems witnessed or participated in: Calls from the community were directed to
specific members of the team to keep track of interested individuals for when they
became eligible for their COVID vaccine. Participated in creating systems for the
collection and sorting of individuals interested in receiving the vaccine (JotForm and
Excel). Participated in utilizing the lists to contact individuals and schedule them at
vaccine clinics. Witnessed clinics systems and their function in different settings.
Participated in using Nightingale Notes and WIR to enter vaccine information, and to
later bill for administration fees from insurance.
 Worked well: Creating a list right at the beginning of vaccine availability allowed
support staff fielding calls to put people on the list which gave community members a
sense of satisfaction. Creating a JotForm to both collect interested individual’s info and
schedule people (later on) sped up the process and made the process easier on our end.
Having clinics all over the county created better accessibility. For the most part all of our
clinic set ups functioned well. The clinics at the Highway Departments (both in Alma and
Mondovi) worked particularly well. Having WING assist at clinics was helpful and
would have been more helpful if they had been at our earlier clinics. Providing the
consent form ahead of time sped up the clinics.
 Challenges: In the beginning, we had way more interested individuals then we had
vaccine available. At one point we had a list of several hundred people interested
amounting to calling sometimes 50 people a day. At the beginning we were using an
excel document to schedule appointment times and with three people scheduling at once
there were times, we accidentally over scheduled clinics. We were sometimes
coordinating rides for people to attend clinics which was sometimes difficult to navigate.
Clinics (especially those where people came inside) were often really hectic. Making
some changes there may have been helpful. Sometimes people didn’t show at clinics, or
we vaccinated extra people on accident which lead to rapidly calling people to attend or

calling people and telling them we could no longer accommodate them. We were asked
to call people who didn’t put their insurance information down after the fact which
sometimes frustrated people. Pfizer vials originally had 5 doses, but sometimes could get
a 6th dose. Eventually they were sent as 6 dose vials. If a vial malfunctioned, and we
could not get all doses out, it created a major problem, and we would have to cancel or
reschedule people. On the flip side, having to find people to fill the extra doses was also
stressful.
 Change for next time: Once clinics rapidly slowed down, they became overstaffed and
probably no longer needed us and the WING team at them. Make a JotForm for
scheduling right away (though hard to provide it to elderly individuals that want to be
scheduled). Reducing the number of people who are scheduling appointments to better
avoid miscommunication and chaos. This mass vaccination process would go smoother if
they vaccine came in pre-drawn syringes, similar to the influenza vaccine. This would
eliminate the issue of having too many or too little doses for your scheduled clinic.

Walk-in Clinics (June 2021 – April 2022)
 Principle Responsibilities: Plan clinic dates and locations. Create and disseminate
messaging regarding clinic times and locations to community members and businesses.
Communicate with clinic locations to confirm dates and set up. Commute to clinics.
Assist with the set up and take down of clinics. Predominantly enter vaccines and
insurance information into Nightingale Notes and WIR. Assist the clinics in running
smoothly as able. Brainstormed and created “coupons” for different incentive directives.
 Systems witnessed or participated in: Witnessed clinics systems and their function in
different settings. Participated in using Nightingale Notes and WIR to enter vaccine
information.
 Worked well: Walk in clinics created more flexibility for people and early clinics were
busy. Allowed people to come when it was convenient for them, putting less pressure on
making an appointment time. Locations across the county created better accessibility.
Bringing in incentives let to more vaccinations. The incentives were successful in getting
people vaccinated. Hosting community clinics at school allowed both students and

parents to get vaccinated and was a known space for community members to commute to.
For slower clinic days, allowed clinic staff to work from the clinic during off times.
 Challenges: Clinics tended to be busy at more ideal times and really slow at other times.
There was not a set amount of people to vaccinate so sometimes we had leftover vaccine
that we would urgently be calling around trying to get used. We often had to waste
vaccine doses. Some walk-in clinics that utilized WING or others were overstaffed. Some
clinics only had one or two people show up throughout the whole clinic, and then the
next week there would be 20+ attendees.
 Change for next time: Reduce clinic hours (8-hour days to 4 hours for example) and
how clinic times could be more efficiently set up. Consider how staff and WING could
have been used more efficiently. Be more responsive to changing clinic demand and
adjust when demand decreases or increases.

Isolation/Quarantine Orders on entities or individuals
 Principle Responsibilities: We had to write several orders based on specific situations
that occurred over the course of the pandemic. We wrote a quarantine order for restaurant
employees for a period of time due to staff testing positive and the restaurant was not
requiring them to isolate and/or quarantine. We wrote several quarantine orders for close
contacts at a local school district as their school board voted to forbid staff from sending
students to quarantine as close contacts. We also wrote a few individual orders for people
who refused to isolate/quarantine and had a greater risk to the community.
 Systems witnessed or participated in: Consultation with corporation counsel,
administrative coordinator, County Board chair, DHHS chair, WI DHS, and regional
health officers. Communication with school boards, County Board, and DHHS
Committee. Community Zoom meetings and press releases.
 Worked well: Early on, we offered the school the alternative to develop a Test-to-Stay
program instead continuing the quarantine orders, which was eventually implemented,
and we were able to discontinue the quarantine orders.
 Challenges: A segment of the community publicly challenged the legitimacy of the local
health officer’s authority to write orders.

 Changes for next time: Offer an emergency school board meeting prior to the initiation
of the orders.

(Note: black
reduces levy use
and red increases
use)

1

$2,608.00

2

$1,200.00

3

($9,333.64)

4

5

6
7

$7,596.00

$10,000.00

($1,000.00)
($350.00)

DHHS Budget Updates from 1st Draft
Action taken
Increase Promoting Safe and
Stable Families (PSSF) grant
revenue
Elimination Crisis Services for
Children Network
(MHBG) capture from $20K to
$11K                        
Eliminate purchase of 4 laptops
Estimate AMSO (Agency
Management, Support and
Overhead; i.e., department
administrative costs) & Indirect

Increase Guardianship evals in
Adult Protective Services
(APS)to reflect recent
experience
Compass Now 2023 $350 (2024
$350.00)

Notes

After further discussion, we believe we will capture the total Safe and Stable Families allocation available:
$33,310
We had this cost in the 2023 budget but this contract did end in 2022, so we can remove.
This amount had to be reduced as some of these funds are anticipated to be used in 2022 and the $11,000 is
what is carried over to 2023.
We are replacing 3 Economic Support lap tops using ES earmarked ARPA dollars. The second hand (2 year
old) ES computers will be reassigned. Then we will use available Youth Aids funds to purchase a computer
for the 4th person with a need, who happensgto ,work in the YouthyAids program.
p

Abuse Block Supplemental Grant for AODA prevention work. In consultation with the state, we learned we
can also bill AMSO and indirect costs associated with each hour of service which increases the rate we can
claim by $79.84/hour. This fund is available until 3/14/23 so we are estimating 125 hours in this program for
that 10 week period.

This is a cost we did not include but history tells us to plan for expense here in this amount.
We missed planning for this cost in draft #1, but we will get this expense in 2023 as we purchase assessment
data for the required Community Health Assessment.

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

We are reducing one treatment foster care slot and one local foster care slot for future unknown children.
We build costs in every year based on past history as we always get new referrals once we get into the new
year. We have had budget surpluses in recent years due in part to staff vacancies, new unexpected
revenues, and actual placement activity coming in lower than what we budgeted. By reducing the budget
here, we increase the risk of going over budget for placement costs by the end of 2023, and needing to dip
into the DHHS non-lapsing fund to pay for these costs.

$3,000.00

Reduction of expenses
budgeted for foster care
placements
Remove 1 Community-Based
ResidentialFacility (CBRF) (30
day reduction)

$10,666.36

Home and Community Based
Services (HCBS) Grant Request
(assuming we are approved)

We submitted this grant application 2 weeks ago and are awaiting approval. Getting these funds is not a sure
thing so by adding this to the 2023 budget, we are counting on getting it.

$9,703.00

Nightingale software license
purchases for Children's LongTerm Services (CLTS) and APS

In draft #1 we put in the expense for purchasing these software licenses in 2023 as we replace WISSIS with
Nightingale for electronic case note documentation. We realized we could apply these costs to the HCBS
Grant or if we don't get that grant, to the Children's Long Term Services waiver rate for 5 of these licenses.

$28,683.00

$2,076.00

Increase Targeted Safety
Support Funds (TSSF) Contract
Revenue- expanded allowable
Increase Wisconsin Home
Energy Assistance Program
(WHEAP) Contract 2023

$52,082.00

Shift Public Health FTE to
Workforce Development Fund

$5,000.00

We had planned for 6 people (future referrals of unknown individuals) to go to CBRF inpatient treatment
and we pay for their room and board - we are now reducing our plan to 5 people.

We learned very recently the flexibility expanded for how these funds can be used for in-home services we
provide to Children and Family open cases. Therefore, we should be able to capture more of the available
funds so overall we increase projected grant capture from $20,000 to $25,000 (out of the available
$33,000).
We just received the 2023 contract allocation amount for WHEAP (fuel assistance) which is $22,076 and we
had only put $20,000 revenue in for 2023. We anticipating capturing this entire allocation with staff time.

Funds to the amount of $52,082 are availble through 6/30/23

TOTAL

$121,931

NET REDUCTION OF COUNTY
TAX FROM DRAFT #1

Reduced 1st draft request of county tax funds by 10.5%, from $1,159,285 to $1,037,358, as directed by the
Finance Committee. In addition, the Finance Committee is recommenting transferring $750,000 from the
$1.3M DHHS non-lapsing fund to help balance the 2023 proposed Buffalo County budget.

ARPA Proposal – School-Based Behavioral Health Counseling for Students
CURRENT SITUATION: The COVID Recovery needs assessment conducted by the Buffalo
County Public Health Unit identified the mental health needs of children residing in the county
as an area of need. Providing mental health counseling to children in the school setting has
been a successful but limited model in Buffalo County. Currently Mondovi Schools has mental
health counselors from Family Therapy Associates providing services in their school two days a
week to students with private insurance covering this benefit. Recently Alma and CFC schools
had in-school mental health counseling services meeting some of their student body needs by
Peace of Mind Counseling. Unfortunately, Peace of Mind no longer services Buffalo County as
of the fall of 2022. Some of the funding received by schools and used for this service has
reduced recently. Gilmanton School does not have this service currently but also identifies inschool mental health counseling as a need.
IDEA: To provide each school with school-based mental health therapy for all students who
need services, regardless of insurance status. Services would be available to students K-12.
Families without insurance will be able to access mental health counseling. The mental health
provider would also have some capacity to conduct counseling sessions at school in person or
virtually and in home settings and include family members when clinically indicated. The goal
would be to provide services year-round, based on the need and availability of the children
served.
FUNDING: Schools fund a portion of the cost of this project. Clients’ health insurance would be
billed for the provider and those revenues would pay for a substantial portion of this project.
Dual certification of the provider staff is preferred to support effective service provision and
reimbursement for both substance abuse and mental health disorder counseling
needs. Children who were victims of drug crimes would be able to have service costs covered
by the Office for Victims of Crimes (OVC) grant Buffalo DHHS has available through 9/30/23.
The remainder of the project would be funded by County managed ARPA funds utilizing the
funds directly received by Buffalo County Administration department and/or the funds received
from the Wisconsin Dept. of Health Services, received by the Buffalo County DHHS Public
Health Unit.
DETAILS: Independently, Family Therapy Associates had been exploring expanding their
services the Gilmanton Schools. They have been consulted regarding about this project and
Family Therapy Associates is amenable to potentially of expanding their services to also include
CFC and Alma Schools. Dedicated time at each school location; counselor schedule information
is provided. One FTE would be roughly 4 days/week for Mondovi and 1 day/week for Gilmanton.
One additional FTE would be roughly 3 days/week for CFC and 2 days/week for Alma.
Coordination of services and consultation between Family Therapy Associates and school
counselors would be conducted on a regular basis to include attending in-person or Zoom 504
and IEP meetings. Family Therapy Associates counselors would be available for meetings as
needed with school counselors, school-based mental health counselors, and Buffalo County
Health & Human Services to discuss services and any adjustments that may be needed

Social Services Positions

Program Area

Social Worker

Children and Family

Social Worker

Children and Family

Case Manager

Children and Family

Case Manager

Foster Care Licensing/Youth Services/Kinship

Social Worker

Mental Health/AODA/*Comprehensive Community Services

Social Worker

MH/AODA/CCS

Social Worker

*Children’s Long-Term Services (CLTS)

Social Worker

CLTS

Social Worker

CLTS/PH

Social Worker (proposed)

CLTS

*Social Work certification is not required for CCS service facilitation or for CLTS Support and Service
Coordination. CLTS requires a BA or BS degree in health or human services related field and a year of
experience or no degree and 4 years’ experience.
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BUFFALO COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
STATUS OF 2022 ADOPTED BUDGET
REPORT THROUGH AUGUST 2022

2022 ADOPTED BUDGET

5
ACCOUNT TITLE
6
7 COUNTY PROPERTY TAX
8 STATE/FEDERAL REVENUE
9 LOCAL REVENUE/REFUNDS
TRANSFERS FROM HHSD FUND
10 BALANCE
TRANSFERS FROM GENERAL FUND
11 BALANCE
12 SALARIES
13 OVERTIME PAY
14 SICK LEAVE PAY
15 PER DIEM
16 SOCIAL SECURITY
17 RETIREMENT-EMPLOYER'S SHARE
HEALTH INSURANCE/HEALTH
18 INSURANCE INCENTIVE
19 LIFE INSURANCE
20 WORKER'S COMPENSATION
21 UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION
22

B

PURCHASED/CONTRACTED SERVICES
EMPLOYEE EDUCATION AND
TRAINING
STAFF TRAVEL
BOARD TRAVEL
OFFICE EXPENSE

23
24
25
26
27
28 TOTALS
29
30

REVENUE

REVENUE

J

EXPENSE

REVENUE

K

L

PERCENT OF YEAR: 62%

Y-T-D REMAINING BUDGET

Y-T-D

EXPENSE

I

EXPENSE

PERCENT OF BUDGET USED
REVENUE

EXPENSE

962,874.00
2,517,802.00
318,316.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

641,916.00
952,142.20
283,831.08

320,958.00
1,565,659.80
34,484.92

0.00
0.00
0.00

67%
38%
89%

0%
0%
0%

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

#DIV/0!

0%

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

#DIV/0!

0%

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

1,402,733.55
0.00
0.00
3,560.00
95,949.48
88,123.73

902,638.03
5,716.81
0.00
2,540.42
65,551.75
58,122.20

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

64%
#DIV/0!
0%
71%
68%
66%

0.00

280,833.24

0.00
0.00
0.00

340.00
48,662.00
0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

500,095.52
(5,716.81)
0.00
1,019.58
30,397.73
30,001.53

173,932.88

0.00

106,900.36

0%

62%

255.63
32,441.33
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

84.37
16,220.67
0.00

0%
0%
0%

75%
67%
0%

1,818,983.00

994,366.80

0.00

824,616.20

0%

55%

0.00

11,325.00

2,742.86

0.00

8,582.14

0%

24%

0.00
0.00
0.00

6,025.00
1,275.00
122,734.00

1,410.21
1,050.18
87,892.04

0.00
0.00
0.00

4,614.79
224.82
34,841.96

0%
0%
0%

23%
82%
72%

3,798,992.00

3,880,544.00

2,328,661.14

1,921,102.72

1,551,882.86

49%

60%

48,662.00
12,000.00
188,910.00

INCLUDED IN
YTD EXP
32,441.33
8,000.00
125,940.00

249,572.00

166,381.33

ACCRUED EXPENSES
31
32 WORKERS COMP
33 LIABILITY INSURANCE
34 FAMILY CARE
35
36
37

BUDGET TOTAL

ACCRUED REVENUES
38
39 COUNTY PROPERTY TAX
40 TRANSFER FROM HHSD FUND BAL

BUDGET TOTAL
962,874.00
0.00

1,877,889.28

INCLUDED IN
YTD REV
641,916.00
0.00
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BUFFALO COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
AGENT OF THE STATE
STATUS OF 2022 ADOPTED BUDGET
REPORT THROUGH AUGUST 2022

2022 ADOPTED BUDGET

6
ACCOUNT TITLE
7
8 LOCAL REVENUE/REFUNDS

REVENUE
46,050.00

TRANSFER TO HHSD FUND BALANCE

9
10 SALARIES
11 SOCIAL SECURITY
12 RETIREMENT-EMPLOYER'S SHARE
HEALTH INSURANCE/HEALTH
13 INSURANCE INCENTIVE
14 LIFE INSURANCE
15 WORKER'S COMPENSATION
EMPLOYEE EDUCATION AND
16 TRAINING
17 STAFF TRAVEL
18 MISC PURCHASES
19
20 TOTALS
21
22
ACCRUED EXPENSES
23
24 WORKERS COMP
25 LIABILITY INSURANCE

0.00

REVENUE

J

EXPENSE

44,569.00

232.00

REVENUE

K

L

PERCENT OF YEAR: 62%

Y-T-D REMAINING BUDGET

Y-T-D

EXPENSE

I

EXPENSE

PERCENT OF BUDGET USED
REVENUE

EXPENSE

1,481.00

0.00

97%

0%

0.00

232.00

0%

0%

0.00
0.00
0.00

24,617.00
1,877.00
1,600.00

13,722.01
1,094.73
890.73

0.00
0.00
0.00

10,894.99
782.27
709.27

0%
0%
0%

56%
58%
56%

0.00

1,080.00

667.00

0.00

413.00

0%

62%

0.00
0.00

4.00
985.00

2.57
656.67

0.00
0.00

1.43
328.33

0%
0%

64%
67%

0.00

500.00

200.00

0.00

300.00

0%

40%

0.00
0.00

700.00
14,455.00

541.79
7,006.99

0.00
0.00

158.21
7,448.01

0%
0%

77%
48%

46,050.00

46,050.00

24,782.49

1,481.00

21,267.51

97%

54%

BUDGET TOTAL
985.00
175.00

44,569.00

INCLUDED IN
YTD REV
656.67
116.67

https://buffalocountywi.sharepoint.com/sites/BCDeptHeadsShare/Documents/HHS Department Head/DHHS Approved Materials/2022 DHHS Packet Materials/10-6-2022/12. 2022 DHHS Financial
9/30/2022
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DATE
ACCOUNT NO.
8/31/2022 230-21-51811-020.000

8/31/2022 230-21-69999-020.000

DESCRIPTION
ADM OH,PER DIEM-HSB,NON-SPECIFIC,.
TOTAL PER DIEM-HUMAN SERVICES BOARD
PAYROLL
ADM OH,SOC SEC-BOARD MEM,NON-SPECIFIC,.
TOTAL SOC SEC-BOARD
PAYROLL
ADM OH,BD TRAV-HSB,NON-SPECIFIC,.
TOTAL BOARD TRAVEL
BENEFIT PLAN ADMINISTRATADM OH,SECTION 125 ADMINIS.,NON-SPECIFIC,.

8/31/2022 ALL UNITS

VERIZON WIRELESS

8/31/2022 230-21-61114-020.000
8/31/2022 230-21-70114-020.000

7/31/2022 230-21-71311-020.000
7/21/2022 230-21-71311-020.000
7/19/2022 230-21-71311-020.000
7/1/2022 230-21-71411-020.000
8/1/2022 230-21-71512-020.000
8/1/2022 230-21-71513-020.000
8/15/2022 230-21-71513-020.000
7/20/2022 230-22-72210-271.000
7/21/2022 230-26-72210-106.000
9/28/2022 230-27-72210-189.000
8/31/2022 230-21-72410-020.000
8/11/2022 230-25-72410-030.000
7/13/2022 230-21-72513-020.000
7/31/2022 230-21-72514-020.000
7/31/2022 230-22-72514-105.000
8/3/2022 ALL UNITS
8/6/2022 230-25-73212-030.000
7/31/2022
7/31/2022
7/31/2022
7/31/2022

230-22-76134-129.000
230-22-73410-129.000
230-22-73410-129.503
230-22-73410-255.000

PAYROLL

VENDOR

AUGUST 2022 CELL PHONE

TOTAL TELEPHONE
ADM OH,OFFICE SUPPLIES,NON-SPECIFIC,.
ADM OH,OFFICE SUPPLIES,NON-SPECIFIC,.
ADM OH,OFFICE SUPPLIES,NON-SPECIFIC,.
TOTAL OFFICE SUPPLIES
PERSONNEL EVALUATION IN ADM OH,ADVERTISING EXP,NON-SPECIFIC,.
TOTAL ADVERTISING EXPENSE
MEDIA ONE INC
ADM OH,PUBLICATIONS/SUBSCR,NON-SPECIFIC,.
TOTAL PUBLICATION SUBSCRIPTIONS
DE LAGE LANDEN PUBLIC, FI ADM OH,PHOTOCOPIES EXPENSE,NON-SPECIFIC,.
LOFFLER COMPANIES INC ADM OH,PHOTOCOPIES EXPENSE,NON-SPECIFIC,.
TOTAL COPIER
US BANK
SERVICE,STAFF TRAINING EXP,SABG SUPPLEMENTAL CAA,.
US BANK
AGING,STAFF TRAINING EXP,ADULT PROTECTIVE SERVICES
WI DEPT OF HEALTH SERVIC PH,STAFF TRAINING EXP,RADON GRANT,.
TOTAL TRAINING
GOVERNMENT & INDUSTRIESADM OH,COMPUTER NETWORKING,NON-SPECIFIC,.
PEPIN CO DHS
CS,COMPUTER NETWORKING,DIRECT CHARGE,.
TOTAL COMPUTER NETWORKING
US BANK
ADM OH,VEHICLE REPAIR/MAINT,NON-SPECIFIC,.
TOTAL PUBLICATION SUBSCRIPTIONS
KWIK TRIP INC
ADM OH,VEHICLE GAS EXPENSE,NON-SPECIFIC,.
KWIK TRIP INC
SERVICE,VEHICLE GAS EXPENSE,BASE-CHILDREN & FAMILI
TOTAL VEHICLE GAS EXPENSE
ENTERPRISE FM TRUST
AUGUST 2022 LEASE PAYMENT
TOTAL VEHICLE LEASE
WINONA COUNTY SHERIFF CS,PROCESS SERVICE FEES,DIRECT CHARGE,.
TOTAL PROCESS SERVICE FEES
CESA
SERVICE,PROFESSIONAL CONSULT,BIRTH TO 3,.
PEPIN CO DHS
SERVICE,PROFESSIONAL CONSULT,BIRTH TO 3,.
PEPIN CO DHS
SERVICE,PROFESSIONAL CONSULT,BIRTH TO 3,TEACHER SR
K BUCK CLINICAL SERVICES, SERVICE,PROFESSIONAL CONSULT,COMPREHENSIVE COMM SE
BUFFALO CO TREASURER
MAIN STREET GRAPHICS
US BANK
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AMOUNT
$424.15
$20.65
$190.95
$34.00
$1,130.94
$203.00
$74.00
$139.00
$75.00
$52.00
$98.97
$122.38
$50.00
$180.00
$75.00
$1,062.00
$975.00
$63.33
$342.17
$435.36
$2,817.60
$10.00
$300.00
$2,326.26
$305.44
$4,550.17

333,790.78
$424.15
$20.65
$190.95
$34.00
$1,130.94

$416.00
$75.00
$52.00
$221.35

$305.00
$2,037.00
$63.33
$777.53
$2,817.60
$10.00

DATE
7/31/2022
7/31/2022
7/31/2022
7/31/2022
7/31/2022
7/31/2022
7/31/2022
7/31/2022
7/31/2022
7/31/2022
5/24/2022
7/15/2022

ACCOUNT NO.
230-22-73410-256.000
230-23-73410-328.831
230-25-73410-030.000
230-25-73410-030.000
230-25-73410-030.500
230-26-73410-116.000
230-26-73410-117.000
230-26-73410-118.000
230-26-73410-135.000
230-26-73410-401.000
230-22-73410-221.000
230-22-73410-105.000

8/1/2022
7/29/2022
8/2/2022
8/2/2022
7/15/2022
7/19/2022
7/8/2022
6/30/2022
6/30/2022
7/19/2022

230-27-73531-270.000
230-22-73531-105.000
230-22-73531-271.000
230-27-73531-711.000
230-27-73531-309.000
230-27-73531-208.000
230-22-73531-130.000
230-27-73531-711.000
230-27-73531-251.000
230-27-73530-174.000

8/9/2022 230-26-73541-117.000
7/31/2022 230-26-73541-117.000
7/31/2022 230-23-75110-030.000
7/31/2022 230-27-75210-030.000
6/30/2022 230-23-75110-099.000
8/26/2022 230-26-76106-118.000
8/31/2022 230-22-76111-221.000
7/28/2022 230-26-76112-401.000
8/5/2022
8/4/2022
7/28/2022
7/31/2022

230-22-76114-105.000
230-22-76114-135.000
230-22-76114-139.000
230-26-76114-117.000

VENDOR
DESCRIPTION
K BUCK CLINICAL SERVICES, SERVICE,PROFESSIONAL CONSULT,COMMUNITY SUPPT PRGM,
THE PARENTING PLACE
ES,PROFESSIONAL CONSULT,CHILD DAY CARE,CERTIFICATI
SWAN/KELLY J.
CS,PROFESSIONAL CONSULT,DIRECT CHARGE,.
WOLSKE/CHAD AARON
CS,PROFESSIONAL CONSULT,DIRECT CHARGE,.
ST CROIX CO CHILD SUPPT CS,PROFESSIONAL CONSULT,DIRECT CHARGE,COORDINATOR
PEPIN CO DHS
AGING,PROFESSIONAL CONSULT,CONG MEALS,.
PEPIN CO DHS
AGING,PROFESSIONAL CONSULT,HD MEALS,.
PEPIN CO DHS
AGING,PROFESSIONAL CONSULT,TITLE III SERVICES,.
PEPIN CO DHS
AGING,PROFESSIONAL CONSULT,ALZ. FAMILY SUPPORT,.
PEPIN CO DHS
AGING,PROFESSIONAL CONSULT,NATL FAM CARGVR,.
STEIN COUNSLNG& CONSLT SERVICE,PROFESSIONAL CONSULT,SAFE & STABLE FAMILI,
STEIN COUNSLNG& CONSLT SERVICE,PROFESSIONAL CONSULT,BASE-CHILDREN & FAMIL
TOTAL PROFESSIONAL CONSULTING
DEGROSS/DARBY
PH,PROGRAM SUPPLIES,WH/FP RH-OUTREACH PREGNANCY,.
INSTY-PRINTS
SERVICE,PROGRAM SUPPLIES,BASE-CHILDREN & FAMILIES,
SPACE WALK OF WESTERN W
SERVICE,PROGRAM SUPPLIES,SABG SUPPLEMENTAL CAA,.
ST PAUL'S LUTHERAN CHURCPH,PROGRAM SUPPLIES,TRANSIENT NONCOMMUNITY WATER P
US BANK
PH,PROGRAM SUPPLIES,BIOTERRIORISM,.
US BANK
PH,PROGRAM SUPPLIES,COVID VACCINATION GRANT,.
US BANK
SERVICE,PROGRAM SUPPLIES,MH BLOCK GRANT,.
UW OSHKOSH ERIC
PH,PROGRAM SUPPLIES,TRANSIENT NONCOMMUNITY WATER P
UW OSHKOSH ERIC
PH,PROGRAM SUPPLIES,WATER LAB,.
CONTROL SOLUTIONS INC PH,PUBLIC HLTH SUPPLIES,IMMUNIZATION GRANT,.
TOTAL PROGRAM SUPPLIES
OLIVER PACKAGING & EQUIPAGING,MEAL SITE SUPPLIES,HD MEALS,.
US BANK
AGING,MEAL SITE SUPPLIES,HD MEALS,.
TOTAL MEAL SITE SUPPLIES
BUFFALO CO HEALTH & HUMES,MISC COSTS,DIRECT CHARGE,.
BUFFALO CO HEALTH & HUMPH,NON-REIM COSTS,DIRECT CHARGE,.
LACROSSE CO HUMAN SERVES,MISC COSTS,TAX LEVY,.
TOTAL MISC COSTS
PEPIN CO DHS
AGING,HOMEMAKER SERVICES,TITLE III SERVICES,.
TOTAL HOMEMAKER SERVICES
[NAME REDACTED]
SERVICE,RESPITE CARE,SAFE & STABLE FAMILI,.
TOTAL RESPITE CARE
[NAME REDACTED]
AGING,SUPPORTIVE HOME CARE,NATL FAM CARGVR,.
TOTAL HOME CARE
BAURES/BEKKA
SERVICE,SPEC TRANSPORTATION,BASE-CHILDREN & FAMILI
RADAWITZ/ROBERT
SERVICE,SPEC TRANSPORTATION,ALZ. FAMILY SUPPORT,.
PANKONON/MELISSA
SERVICE,SPEC TRANSPORTATION,CHILDREN'S COP,.
PEPIN CO DHS
AGING,SPEC TRANSPORTATION,HD MEALS,.
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AMOUNT
$416.67
$503.85
$1,108.89
$1,517.88
$733.68
$2,309.84
$2,272.91
$912.89
$62.38
$41.58
$187.50
$2,289.10
$142.35
$127.10
$510.00
$50.00
$158.15
$39.00
$35.00
$659.00
$651.50
$40.00
$152.48
$126.67
-$3,303.66
-$989.48
$2,613.27
$1,228.88
$1,530.00
$225.00
$12.11
$924.00
$181.88
$3,386.99

333,790.78

$19,839.04

$2,412.10
$279.15

-$1,679.87
$1,228.88
$1,530.00
$225.00

DATE
ACCOUNT NO.
7/9/2022 230-26-76114-401.000
8/31/2022 230-26-76114-401.000
8/31/2022
8/31/2022
8/31/2022
6/27/2022

230-22-76117-100.000
230-22-76117-257.000
230-22-76117-410.000
230-26-76117-401.000

8/31/2022 230-22-76120-147.000
7/31/2022
7/10/2022
7/31/2022
7/31/2022
7/31/2022
7/31/2022
7/31/2022
7/14/2022
7/31/2022
7/31/2022
7/14/2022
7/14/2022

230-22-76121-105.329
230-22-76121-105.000
230-22-76121-137.000
230-22-76121-105.000
230-22-76121-105.000
230-22-76121-105.000
230-22-76121-105.000
230-22-76121-410.000
230-22-76121-105.000
230-22-76121-105.000
230-22-76121-105.000
230-22-76121-105.329

8/31/2022 230-22-76124-271.000
8/31/2022 230-22-76125-130.000
8/31/2022 230-22-76125-257.000
5/4/2022 230-22-76127-271.000
8/31/2022 230-22-76129-100.000
7/31/2022 230-22-76134-129.000
7/31/2022
7/31/2022
7/31/2022
7/31/2022

230-26-76136-702.000
230-26-76136-706.000
230-26-76136-701.000
230-26-76136-705.000

8/2/2022 230-26-76141-106.000
7/31/2022 230-22-76171-129.000

VENDOR
[NAME REDACTED]
[NAME REDACTED]

DESCRIPTION
AGING,SPEC TRANSPORTATION,NATL FAM CARGVR,.
AGING,SPEC TRANSPORTATION,NATL FAM CARGVR,.
TOTAL SPECIALIZED TRANSPORTATION
CHIPPEWA CO DHS
SERVICE,ADAPTIVE AIDS,BASE ALLOC-GENERAL,.
CHIPPEWA CO DHS
SERVICE,ADAPTIVE AIDS,CRISIS INTERVENTION,.
US BANK
SERVICE,ADAPTIVE AIDS,TPA CLTS WAIVER,.
US BANK
AGING,ADAPTIVE AIDS,NATL FAM CARGVR,.
TOTAL ADAPTIVE AIDS
CHIPPEWA CO DHS
SERVICE,ADULT FAMILY HOME,COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH,
TOTAL ADULT FAMILY HOME - CMH
FAMILY WORKS PROGRAM SERVICE,FOSTER CARE,BASE-CHILDREN & FAMILIES,CHILD
[NAME REDACTED]
SERVICE,FOSTER CARE,BASE-CHILDREN & FAMILIES,.
[NAME REDACTED]
SERVICE,FOSTER CARE,KINSHIP PROGRAM,.
[NAME REDACTED]
SERVICE,FOSTER CARE,BASE-CHILDREN & FAMILIES,.
[NAME REDACTED]
SERVICE,FOSTER CARE,BASE-CHILDREN & FAMILIES,.
[NAME REDACTED]
SERVICE,FOSTER CARE,BASE-CHILDREN & FAMILIES,.
[NAME REDACTED]
SERVICE,FOSTER CARE,BASE-CHILDREN & FAMILIES,.
[NAME REDACTED]
SERVICE,FOSTER CARE,BASE-CHILDREN & FAMILIES,.
[NAME REDACTED]
SERVICE,FOSTER CARE,BASE-CHILDREN & FAMILIES,.
[NAME REDACTED]
SERVICE,FOSTER CARE,BASE-CHILDREN & FAMILIES,.
CHILDREN'S SERVICE SOCIE SERVICE,FOSTER CARE,BASE-CHILDREN & FAMILIES,.
CHILDREN'S SERVICE SOCIE SERVICE,FOSTER CARE,BASE-CHILDREN & FAMILIES,CHILD
TOTAL FOSTER CARE
BUFFALO CO SHERIFF DEPA SERVICE,PREVENTION,SABG SUPPLEMENTAL CAA,.
TOTAL PREVENTION
BUFFALO CO SHERIFF DEPA SERVICE,CRISIS INTERVENTION,MH BLOCK GRANT,.
BUFFALO CO SHERIFF DEPA SERVICE,CRISIS INTERVENTION,CRISIS INTERVENTION,.
TOTAL INTERVENTION
CHIPPEWA CO DHS
SERVICE,INPATIENT,SABG SUPPLEMENTAL CAA,.
TOTAL INPATIENT
CHIPPEWA CO DHS
SERVICE,CBTF,BASE ALLOC-GENERAL,.
TOTAL CBTF
CESA 10
SERVICE,DAY CEN SER-NONMED,BIRTH TO 3,.
TOTAL DAY CENTER SERVICES-NON MEDICAL
DONNA MAE'S PANTHER CAFAGING,CONTRACTED MEAL COST,GILMANTON MEAL SITE,.
DONNA MAE'S PANTHER CAFAGING,CONTRACTED MEAL COST,NELSON MEAL SITE,.
LOST PIRATE, LLC
AGING,CONTRACTED MEAL COST,FOUNTAIN CITY MEAL SITE
PEPIN CO DHS
AGING,CONTRACTED MEAL COST,MONDOVI MEAL SITE,.
TOTAL CONTRACTED MEAL COSTS
PEPIN CO CIRCUIT CRT JUDGAGING,GUARDIANSHIP,ADULT PROTECTIVE SERVICES,.
TOTAL AGING GUARDIANSHIP SERVICES
MF INTERPRETING, LLC
SERVICE,INTREPRETER SERVICES,BIRTH TO 3,.
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AMOUNT
$30.00
$338.60
$655.66
$16.48
$654.10
$429.00
$50,363.12
$2,449.00
$156.13
$300.00
$479.00
$2,427.32
$1,038.65
$1,491.43
$272.77
$1,321.55
$652.00
$1,147.44
$5,334.64
$1,496.42
$3,045.38
$7,067.00
$323.00
$28,623.97
$4,040.00
$7,912.50
$2,302.50
$3,047.60
$754.00
$16.00
$194.70

333,790.78
$4,873.58

$1,755.24
$50,363.12

$17,069.93
$1,496.42
$10,112.38
$323.00
$28,623.97
$4,040.00

$14,016.60
$16.00

DATE
8/31/2022
8/31/2022
8/31/2022
8/31/2022

ACCOUNT NO.
230-22-76172-139.000
230-22-76172-139.000
230-22-76172-139.000
230-22-76172-139.000

8/31/2022 230-26-76185-106.000
7/15/2022 230-27-76187-030.000
7/31/2022 230-22-76190-221.000
7/12/2022 230-22-76190-148.000
7/26/2022 230-22-76190-221.000
8/31/2022 230-22-76195-100.199
8/31/2022 ALL UNITS

VENDOR

DESCRIPTION
TOTAL INTERPRETER SERVICES
SERVICE,RECREATION SERVICES,CHILDREN'S COP,.
[NAME REDACTED]
[NAME REDACTED]
SERVICE,RECREATION SERVICES,CHILDREN'S COP,.
RESILITE SPORTS PRODUCT SERVICE,RECREATION SERVICES,CHILDREN'S COP,.
US BANK
SERVICE,RECREATION SERVICES,CHILDREN'S COP,.
TOTAL RECREATION SERVICES
TREMPEALEAU CO HEALTHCAGING,SKILLED NURSING SERVICES,ADULT PROTECTIVE SE
TOTAL SKILLED NURSING SERVICES
ALMA VETERINARY CLINIC PH,RABIES CASES-VET CHARGES,DIRECT CHARGE,.
TOTAL VET CHARGES
LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICE SERVICE,SUPERVISED VISIT,SAFE & STABLE FAMILI,.
REDWOOD TOXICOLGY LAB SERVICE,SUPERVISED VISIT,TSSF FUNDS,.
REDWOOD TOXICOLGY LAB SERVICE,SUPERVISED VISIT,SAFE & STABLE FAMILI,.
TOTAL SUPERVISED VISIT
DHS-INSTITUTIONAL, BILLINGSERVICE,IMD INPATIENT,BASE ALLOC-GENERAL,STATE MEN
TOTAL IMD INPATIENT
PAYROLL
AUGUST 2022 PAYROLL
TOTAL PAYROLL
TOTAL

AMOUNT
$436.25
$430.00
$1,270.00
$260.97
$24.13
$190.00
$1,450.80
$60.00
$87.50
$18,252.00
$146,034.39

333,790.78
$194.70

$2,397.22
$24.13
$190.00

$1,598.30
$18,252.00
$146,034.39

$333,790.78 $333,790.78
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BUFFALO/PEPIN COUNTY APS MONTHLY MATERIALS
Through September 12th, 2022
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BUFFALO/PEPIN COUNTY APS MONTHLY MATERIALS

Combined APS Reports
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19
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BUFFALO/PEPIN COUNTY APS MONTHLY MATERIALS
2021 Year in Review Numbers:

Buffalo

Pepin

APS/EA Reports

76

26

Number of clients that the
County completed new
Guardianships/Protective
Placements documents for

10

3

Protective Placement Reviews
(WATTS)

33

21

Reports involving guardianship,
protective placement activities
(could include but not limited to
new referrals, modification to
current orders, increase in level
of care needs, review of
guardian conduct, successor
guardian needed, etc)

26

11

Financial Exploitation Reports

10

4

Buffalo County Child Support Based on KIDS Data As of - 8/31/2
This report provides current and historical information on four federal measurements used
determine the effectiveness of the child support program both in Wisconsin and nationally
Federal Fiscal Year (FFY), which run from October 1, 2021 through September 30, 2022. T
of the word “year” corresponds to federal fiscal year. These measurements are defined as f
Court Order Establishment Rate (CO %) is the percentage of child support cases with
court orders in place. Federal performance goal is 80%.
Current Child Support Collection Rate (CS %) is the percentage of support collected in
the period it was due. Federal performance goal is 80%.
Paternity Establishment Rate (PE %) is the percentage of children that had paternity
established during the year compared to the number of children who needed paternity
established at the end of the previous year. As a result, this percentage often exceeds 10
Federal performance goal is 90%.
Arrears Collection Rate (AC %) is the percentage of cases with past due payments that
received a collection during the year. Federal performance goal is 80%.
Current Month
August-2022

Last Month
July-2022

Last Year
August-2021

End of Fiscal Year
SEPTEMBER-2021

CASE LOAD

476

480

481

477

COURT ORDER

93.28%

92.71%

92.10%

93.08%

PATERNITY

110.47%

106.69%

111.99%

113.74%

CURRENT SUPPORT

80.41%

80.36%

82.43%

82.22%

ARREARS

79.18%

77.05%

79.48%

80.06%

Federal Fiscal Year Quarterly Collections

TOTAL

NIVD

IVD

IN-STATE

Q4 - 2021

$351,698.59

$48,838.36

$302,860.23

$274,322.88

Q1 - 2022

$376,407.81

$48,340.22

$328,067.59

$307,281.22

22
to
over a
The use
follows:

n

00%.

Federal Fiscal Year
GOAL
80.00%
90.00%
80.00%
80.00%
SENT TO OTHER
STATES
$28,537.35
$20,786.37

SEPTEMBER 2022 CAMMI’S CRUMBS (ADRC MANAGER REPORT)
Nutrition Listening Sessions: The Listening Sessions occurred during the weeks of August
22nd-29th. Some were well attended, others not as much. The summary is below and will be
discussed further at the joint October 17th meeting. We continue to recruit for volunteer
drivers.
Action Items:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Could the age of volunteers be lowered to 16 years, then youth/service groups could be
looked into. (Age is currently 18 years due to Pepin County insurance).
Explore the work study program at schools.
Increase the congregate donation amount from $3.50 to $4.00.
Remind people of the purpose of volunteering and how rewarding it is to help others.
For the Buffalo City/Cochrane/Fountain City route, change it so that Fountain City isn’t
delivered to everyday (adds a lot of time onto the route). Could Buffalo City/Cochrane
have delivery M-Th and Fountain City M/Th?
“Bring a Friend” Day or Open House at congregate sites that have low attendance.
Restart activities after meals, such as BINGO.
Offer a dinner meal (5pm) once per month for those seniors that are still working or
busy during the lunch hour.
Continue to ask churches to help with advertisement regarding the program.
Re-brand the term “volunteer driver” to a term that better describes what the HDM driver
is actually doing. An example given was “Visiting Angel.”

Non-Action Items:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Involve churches and businesses in the HDM process. For example, they agree to cover
one week/month or every Tuesday to deliver a route.
Explore the idea of donations (of time and money) given to the Nutrition Program from a
business to be tax exempt (SCORE).
Explore the idea of a monthly sponsor for the Nutrition Program. This would include that
sponsor helping to market the Nutrition Program and vice versa. The sponsor could also
have a set day that month that they would pay for any meals eaten at the congregate
site.
Deliver meals on the weekends if that’s when volunteers are available.
Send the meals with USPS or bus drivers since they are driving all over the county
already.
Explore working with those that need community service hours.
Paid drivers would be more appealing than mileage reimbursement since the mileage
reimbursement isn’t enough to really cover all of the costs that go into volunteering.
Do a door-to-door promotion to tell people about the Nutrition Program and the
importance of keeping it.
The program is extremely important, and all see value in keeping it up and running as
long as possible.

Nutrition Program: It’s been a busy month with the vacancy for the Nutrition Program
Coordinator. We are excited to welcome Matt Bertelson to the ADRC team on September
26th. Matt has worked for Harbor View Café for 16 years, most recently the head chef.

WellSky/SAMS Review: I met with Carrie/GWAAR to check the status of Buffalo and Pepin
Counties aging data and she reported that our reports are error-free and to keep up the
great work!
2022 Buffalo and Pepin Counties Aging Plan Progress: I met with Pam/Greater WI Agency
on Aging (GWAAR) to review our goal progress for 2022.
Goals and Progress:
1. The ADRC will partner with local libraries to offer library kits to reach 75% of homedelivered participants. Local libraries were contacted in July about this opportunity and
due to recent turnover at two of the libraries, we were asked to reconnect with them in a
few months. The Durand and Pepin Library sent out kits in September and we hope to
work with Alma and Mondovi Libraries before the end of the year.
2. Create and distribute “Tell a Friend” marketing materials to current drivers and others
for driver recruitment. New drivers are asked how they heard about the program. The
volunteer application was updated to include a question about how the individual heard
about the ADRC’s need for volunteers. Custom T-shirts were ordered that advertised the
need for volunteers and these were given to all volunteers to wear.

3. Develop and implement program evaluations for the evidenced-based workshop, which
will show an 80% satisfaction rate AND hold an annual evidenced-based workshop with
at least eight individuals in attendance. A survey was created to share with participants
of presentations to gather feedback. A Stepping On workshop will occur in September.
4. Expand participation in the Caregiver Coalition by 25%. This will be accomplished by
creating a letter to send to 6 new partners, along with a follow-up phone call to engage
them in the coalition. Starting in late 2021, the ADRC Intern took the lead on outreach
and contacted numerous agencies in the area that were not represented on the coalition.
The participation for the 2022 meetings has exceeded past participation.

5. In 2022, partner with the local League of Women Voters (LWV) to create awareness about
public policy and voting. Information will be distributed 3x/year (with the help of the
LWV) through a variety of formats (newsletter, newspaper, social media, HDM, etc.)
Information was included in the ADRC newsletter, Facebook page, handed out to
nutrition program participants on several occasions throughout the year.
6. Annually offer a “101 workshop” with 10 individuals in attendance, to create awareness
about ADRC programs and services AND annually, coordinate and hold a Final Affairs
forum with 10 individuals in attendance, to provide in-depth information about
arranging personal and legal affairs. ADRC 101 events were held in August in both
Buffalo and Pepin Counties and were well attended. Final Affairs will occur on September
28th and is being offered in-person and virtually.

NUTRITION PROGRAM
Data 7/1/2021-7/31/2022
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TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM—submitted by Angie Schlosser
Data 08/01/2021 to 8/31/2022
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Pepin County Child Support Based on Data As of - 8/31/22
This report provides current and historical information on four federal measurements used to
determine the effectiveness of the child support program both in Wisconsin and nationally ov
Federal Fiscal Year (FFY), which run from October 1, 2021 through September 30, 2022. Th
of the word “year” corresponds to federal fiscal year. These measurements are defined as fol
Court Order Establishment Rate (CO %) is the percentage of child support cases with
court orders in place. Federal performance goal is 80%.
Current Child Support Collection Rate (CS %) is the percentage of support collected in
the period it was due. Federal performance goal is 80%.
Paternity Establishment Rate (PE %) is the percentage of children that had paternity
established during the year compared to the number of children who needed paternity
established at the end of the previous year. As a result, this percentage often exceeds 100%
Federal performance goal is 90%.
Arrears Collection Rate (AC %) is the percentage of cases with past due payments that
received a collection during the year. Federal performance goal is 80%.
Current Month
August-2022

Last Month
July-2022

Last Year
August-2021

End of Fiscal Year
SEPTEMBER-2021

CASE LOAD

237

238

261

260

COURT ORDER

98.31%

97.48%

91.95%

92.69%

PATERNITY

107.07%

106.57%

113.98%

116.13%

CURRENT SUPPORT

78.50%

78.57%

77.43%

77.44%

ARREARS

78.15%

76.16%

75.00%

77.91%

Federal Fiscal Year Quarterly Collections

TOTAL

NIVD

IVD

IN-STATE

Q3 - 2021

$220,218.07

$28,866.97

$191,351.10

$180,564.38

Q1 - 2022

$229,423.49

$28,129.88

$201,293.61

$191,958.71

ver a
he use
llows:

%.

Federal Fiscal Year
GOAL
80.00%
90.00%
80.00%
80.00%

SENT TO OTHER
STATES
$10,786.72
$9,334.90

Buffalo County Department of Health and Human Services

Social Services Update
Oct. 2022
Accroynms:
CPS- Child Protective Services
YJ- Youth Justice
CCS- Comprehensive Community Services
AODA- Alcohol and other Drug Abuse
MH- Mental Health
IMD- Institutation for Mental Disease
CBRF- Community-Based Residential Facility
AFH- Adult Family Home
ED- Emergency Detention
CLTS-W- Children’s Long-Term Support Waiver
Unit Update:
The Social Services unit is presenlty fully staffed. Kelsi Black trainsitioned from the
Support Staff Specialist position into the newly created Case Manager position as of
Sept. 19, 2022.
Caseloads:
WORKER
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

CASE TYPES/ ROLE
CLTS-W/ CCS
CLTS-W/ CCS
CCS/ EMH/ SABG/ Prime for Life
CCS/ EMH/ SABG
CPS/ CW
CPS/ CW
CPS/ CW
CPS/ YJ/ Kinship/ Manager
CCS/ EMH/ CLTS/ SABG/ Manager
CLTSW/ PH

CASELOAD
19
18
24
19
5
6
6
6
1
12

TOTAL
CHILDREN

CHILDREN
OHC

6
14
11

5
8
5

6

0

1

1

*Please note that caseloads and children in out-of-home care is a moment in time
representation as of Sept. 23, 2022. Number includes children informally residing in out-ofhome care under Protective Plans or parent placements as detailed below in CPS/JJ
Placement graph.

Placements/ Services:

2022 CPS/ JJ Placements

Secure

Group/Res

Tx Foster
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As of Sept. 23, 2022, we have 19 children in various types of out-of-home placements.
We also have 1 child under a Subsidized Guardianship which the state now covers the
subsidized guardianship stipend; however, the department remains resonsible for the
annual reviews. The category of ”parent placement” was added in 2021. This includes
children that are removed from a maltreating parent and placed with a protective parent
under a TPC or CHIPS action. These were previosuly reported under unpaid relative.
This change was made to more accurately reflect data. Informal Placement contains
children placed in various settings under voluntary Protective Plans or Safety Plans. This
includes children remaining in the home of a non-maltreating parent when safety can be
controlled through a protective plan/ removal of the maltreating parent from the home.

2022 MH/ AODA Placements
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2022 Emergency Detention/ Diversions
ED
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2022 CCS Productivity
Billable Hours

160
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*Please note that not all CCS billable activity has been captured for August 2022
and will be updated on the next report to more accurately reflect billable activity.
(Data as of Sept. 23, 2022)

